


Meeting the demands of the future, today.
Originating in New Zealand. stone coated metal roof tiles have become
many people's first choice of roofing material and is seen on some of
the finest homes around the world. This shift in architectural design
has created a demand for similar products in all sectors of the building
community, but until now the products have been a poor imitation of the
higher value brands.

Now, Fletcher Building Roof Tile Group brings you
Fortiza®, the roofing system designed specifically
to meet the demand of the growing 'middle income'
housing market, where budgets are tight, but overall
looks are just as important.
Following research in key developing markets, Fletcher Building Roof Tile Group
have designed and produced a product according to the needs of the architects
and developers who specialise in the middle income sector.

This is the Fortiza® Roofing System.
At a time when the demand for middle income housing is growing, the
cost of building materials around the world is also increasing. Fortiza is
introduced to bridge this gap, sustaining quality in the face of increased
demand for ever lower costs.



Product & Colour Range

Fortiza Tile

Pitch - min./max. 15-90°

Overall length 1330 mm

Length of cover 1270 mm
Red

Width of cover 400 mm

Upstand 25mm
Green

Roof cover Itile 0.508 m2

Tiles per m' 2 Brown

Weight Itile Texture 2.3 kg

Weight I m' Texture 4.6 kg Clay

Accessories

A Ridge Ridge Hip Box Barge Side Flashing Flat Sheet 400/490 Combination Valley

Rafter or Truss Span Battern Size

Up to 900mm

Up to 1200mm

50 x 40mm

50 X 50mm

Advanced Coating Technology Manufacture

Overglaze --------------------------------------

Natural stone textured finish

Base coat

2 - Micron acrylic resin

Aluminium-Zinc protective layer ------------='!If;~~~:*'
~~•...I,n\l.;"",,-'·

Steel base

Aluminium-Zinc protective layer

2 - Micron acrylic resin --------------------------::!
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"I n the past, roofs were not rea lly a featu re
of the home, they served a practical purpose.
1think roofs have evolved and the roof cavity has
become bigger, creating a natural air space to
ventilate, and also to contain plumbing, water
cylinder, storage and increasingly another room.
Now when you look at a house, 50% of what you see
is the roof. For this reason the importance of the
design and style of the roof has greatly increased.
You might say that "The roof maketh the home"
Residential Developer


